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The Cube relates to Saturn and the Saturn square if you add the three lines each adds to 6 making 
666 which adds to 18 the number of life in Kabala and the Far East. In Taoism 18 is the number of 
the cosmic egg which the God Pangu emerges from. Pan is the All the five elements. The egg in the 
east is a symbol of the human as well the Atma Linga. Which holds the five elements. The cube is 
the element of earth which holds all the elements together and generates all existence. This relates 
to the force that holds the five Koshas or bodies together making one exist as a full person. Which is
the physical body the vessel. In Hinduism 18 is the number of life as one 9 is Shakti and the other 9 
is Shiva and they both unite to make all existence, spirit and matter together.

In the Far East the letter Wa is given the symbol of the square as the letter. This is the symbol of the 
earth element, Saturn the VA letter is the full strengthening of Wa in Sanskrit. The VA gets the six in
Sanskrit systems. The 666 of Kabala is Vau, Vau, Vau. Which is the mantra of bringing spirit into 
matter and generating creation. The square is the symbol of the open mouth in the Far East which is 
what the Vau letter in Sanskrit is. This is speaking things into creation by connecting the spirit with 
matter. The square also rules the cardinal points which form the Zodiac all of which are governed 
by Vau in Kabala. The square of Saturn rules the root chakra which is called the World Support in 
Hinduism and holds up the entire universe. The Saturn square relates to the Sun square which 
relates to spiritual creation and perfection. The 111 of the sun square is the universal number that 
adds into everything. This is about bringing workings into the material realm and manifesting them. 
Which is what the Vau does.

The letter Vau is the bija mantra of the God Vishnu in Hinduism.[1] Who rules the power of 
sustaining the universe which is the union of spirit and matter. The VA is the semi-vowel of the U 
which is the letter Vishnu rules in the AUM formula. The symbol of Vishnu sitting on the serpent 
raft upon the cosmic waters in Hinduism is the root chakra. However Visnu is also the symbol of 
spirit in creation. 

The Pythagoreans showed creation as the pentagram within the circle with the number 666. In the 
ancient Greek the sixth letter was originally Digamma which was Vau. The Pentagram is Venus and 
upside down is showing the union of spirit and matter the five elements which generates all 
creation. Much of the Kabala is also stolen from the Greek Pythagorean system as Rabbi's have 
admitted. The V letter was removed from the Greek by the enemy later on. 
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